Skillful De-embedding
Network analyzers and CAD are ponwfiil tools which can provide accurate device
models even in the presence of imperfict test ji,xtures. The author shows how to do this
using device under test (0.L!T.) de-en?bedding.
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F circuit design has changed significantly dur-

ing the last two decades. The cmergeiice of CAD
has shortened product development times and
designers are becoming more dependent on computerized procedures. Although CAD works very well whcn
it is based on proper information, it can give a false sense
of security when incorrect models are used. The cxpression, “Garbage in ...g arbagc out” applies.

RF component rncasuremeiit and characterization is a
complex task[ I ] for inaiiy reasons:
1 ) Components geiierally cannot bc coiinected directly
to the appropriate calibrated test equipment. Kather, they
inust be measured using test fixtures. This produces data
that includes the parameters ofthc fixture as well as the
device under lest (D.U.T.),
2) The ineasured data includes parasitics and losses of
the test fixtures that arc not easy to model, arid

3) Complete circuit simulation requires statistical information that requires large samples and careful studies of parameter spreads.
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This paper reviews the first of the above tasks, discussing instrumentation and calibration, measurements
and data extraction, using the HP 8753 Network Analyzer. Comments are also made about similar measurements with the recently introduced HP 91 14 Impedance
Analyzer.

Drift errors fall into two classes: instrumentation and
source drift. Instrumentation drift is largely due to temperature variations in the measurement environment.The
temperature drift is composed of two parts: magnitude
and frequency-dependent phase. Drift errors can be reduced by recalibrating the network analyzer.

Network Analyzer Measurements and
De-Em bedding

One-port or two-port components are generally measured in test fixtures, which adds complexity to the measurement system. Fixturing moves the component to be
measured from the calibrated network analyzer’s error
reference plane(s) to a different position. The fixture
must be characterized to distinguish the component sparameters from the fixtureicomponent s-parameter
measurements. The process of mathematically removing the fixture, leaving the net component s-parameters,
is known as “de-embedding.”

Vector network analyzers measure the amplitude ratio
and relative phase of two broadband swept signals. By
using dual directional couplers, the instrument is able to
separate the incident and reflected waves in a transmission line, thereby enabling designers to measure the
impedance and the gain of RF and microwave circuits.
Network analyzer measurements are based on scattering parameter (s-parameter) principles that are the accepted standards in the high-frequency industry. Network analyzer s-parameter measurements have three
types of errors which affect measurement accuracy:
systematic, random, and drift errors.
Systematic errors are those which are stable and repeatable, and can be identified, characterized, and removed (mathematically) from the measurement system.
This process describes the calibration of the network
analyzer, resulting in the mathematical removal of the
systematic errors. For a full two-port set of s-parameters, such errors include coupler directivity, source and
load mismatch, transmission and reflection tracking, and
finite port isolation.

To quantify and remove the systematic errors, a set of
measurements is made using calibration standards or
known entities. For a one-port case the systematic-error coefficients are reduced to three kinds: coupler directivity, load mismatch, and finite port isolation. The
calibration process establishes reference plane(s) for the
measurement of device s-parameters. The reduction of
systematic errors through calibration is ultimately limited by the quality of the standards, and the magnitude
of random and drift errors.
Random errors are those which are random in nature
and cannot be characterized and removed, such as noise
and connector repeatability. There are two different types
of noise encountered in any measurement system: low
level noise (system noise floor) and the phase noise of
the source (or high level noise).
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Network Analyzer Calibmtion/One Ports
Network analyzer measurements are based on the ratio
of reflected and incident waves inside a Z, characteristic
impedance system. Between the swept signal source and
the port of measurements we find several components,
such as transmission lines, switches, connectors, adapters, and directional couplers. Since all these system components represent discontinuities, an internal two-port
sub-network exists with unknown finite transmission loss
and input/output reflection coefficients (Figure I ) As a
result, a calibration procedure is needed to remove the
error produced by the component imperfections.
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Figure 1. Simplified one-port network analyzer system block diagram. The imperfection of the internal sub-network introduces
systemutic errors to measurements.

The internal sub-network may be represented by three
frequency-dependent two-port parameters: input reflecoutput reflection coefficient s22si,,
tion coefficient s,
and a transmission coefficient S ~ ~ ~ = S , ~ , , , = Sas~ ,shown
\~,
in Figure 2.
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F i p 2.~ The one-port culibrritioti proceu detertitines the errors
rqirewttted by the vtir*ioucinterconnecting !,ptetti cotitpotienh. The
errorpriratnetcrs are later uwd to correct rrtutlieniatically any tnea~irreddata.

The input reflection coefficient of this internal subnetwork can be found by flow-graph analysis (Figurc 3).

Figure 3. Flow-graph analysis used to determine the input rejlection cocfjicient o j the internal te.$t.fixturenetrotirk.

Using thrce different known terminations results in three
frequency-dependent measured values for the input reflection coefficient. Writing and solviiig a system of liiiear equations with Equation 1 , the three error params?:,~,
and slznare found. Then, rearranging Eq.
eters sIIsn,
I , the error-corrected expression is established to determine the three reflection coefficient of an arbitrary termination Gamma(D.U.T.), as a function of the measured
data and error parameters
‘IN - ’1 Isn

The three error parameters are determined by three inReference Plane 1

NWA

Ideally, for h i g h - l e d accuracy, the network analy7er
should be calibratcd at the planc of measurement by ucing open, short. and matched load (50 ohm) standards
provided by the analy7er’s inanufacturcr. However, not
only are such test fixtures generally expensive, they may
not be a w l a b l c for specific components. Therefore, I‘or
convenicncc and economy, components iiiay be soldercd
to the “output” (panel) side of commonly available SMA
(or othcr) connectors.
Since standards arc not generally available for these
low-cost “fixtures,” the calibration is perforined at the
plane of the network analyzcr’s precision connector or
adapter. Accordingly, the tneasiired component data includes the parainzters of the SMA (or other connector),
and corrections (called de-embedding) iniist be performed to obtain the true data of the component under
test.
Two proccdiires are shown below to obtain the s-paranietcrs of an arbitrary test fixture. The first case assunics that calibration standards are available for the fixture. In the second method, we create an equivalent circuit for the test fixture and determine the circuit componcnt values by computer optirnimtion.

The network analyzer is calibrated for one-port measurements using precision standards provided by the fixture manufacturer at reference plane 2, as shown in Figure 4. Thc appropriate standard parameters must be
known and entered into the analyzer at the beginning of
the calibration procedure.
Reference Plane 2
‘Test fixture
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Figitre 4. Set up j a r om-port Jiture calibrcition using standurA
that can be attached to output side of the f i t a r e .
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+Connect suitable
calibration standards

If three calibration standards
(open, short, and load),
are available,
the NWA may be calibrated
to Plane 2 Then it is not necessary
to determine the fixture parameters.

SMA C ‘or111 ector Description

The network analyzer is calibrated for a one-port nieasurenient at reference plane 1 using precision standards
supplied by the manufacturer. The fixture is connected
to the cal ibiated analyzer and broadband one-poi? nieasurcnients are taken. The measurements are examined
and a model is assumed for the fixture (Figure 5 ) . The
values of the model w r c dctertnined using computer
optimization. For this case. the model was assumed to
be a short transniission line segment with sonic parallel
capacitance at its output. ‘l‘hc optimized and mcasurcd
results are in close agreement
~
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tlh

Relcrcncc pianc 1

(b)

E =

0.76 X lop2
360” = 13.36 degrees
3

x 108

Teriniiiating the fixture with impedances other than
open, will modify the open-circuitcd fringing capacitance, and can bc used to validatc the accuracy ol’ tlic
inodel of the traiisiiiission line. ‘I’hcrcforc, such a simple
“test - f i x tu re” is not acc ura t e to inea s tire siiiall capac itances. Other components such a s air-core inductors,
m i l l experience shielding et’fects caused by the metal c u e
of the connector. For such components, a more corn
plex fixture is needed - - perhaps a combination of a
connector and a microstrip transmission line segment.
If the fixture docs not contain too tiiariy componcnts and
transitions, the above technique may be extended for
modeling puipses2 based on one-port measuretnents,
up to a few Gigahert~.

It 15 a good idea to build the fixtuic in a form similar to

the application of the device to be tested. This way. difficult stray and grounding effects may be included in
the model.

sex on both sides (rcversiblej or use different kinds of
Connectors (transitional or adapter.) The later category
may use different types of connectors of the same family (e.g. Type-F to BNC) or different families, such as
Occasionally the one-port fixture can bc changed into coax to waveguide. Figure 6 illustrates the various cona two-port form by attaching a connector to the *‘coin- nector types under consideration. Note that the sexless
ponent” side, or to cascade two fixtures “back-to-back”. (hermaphroditic) connectors may be considered either
In such cases a two-port charactcriation can be inade types.
after some modification to compensate for the presence
Insertable
Non-insertable
of the added parts.

I

Network Anulyzer Port Extension
If we assume that the fixture is an ideal loss less 50ohin transmission line of known length, the “port extension” feature of the network analyzer can be used instead of the above procedure. This option adds a userspecified delay (positive or negative) to the calibration
at plane I . The delay is substituted for an ideal transmission line between planes 1 and 2, moving the reference
plane to the measurement plane.

A reasonable approximation (to approximately 2GHzj
is to assume that the connector is an ideal transmission
line with known one-port group delay, tau, in nanoscconds:
(3)

7G

2E
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Where E is the electrical length in degrees and f the
frequency in GHL.
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Figure 6. Clusws uf,fixtirres and devices under test (0.
C: T.).

The main advantage of insertable devices is that the
test system setup is not changed between the calibration
and the measurement. The test setup is conveniently calibrated using cables, or port-extenders, with one male
and one female connector (or two sexless connectors).
The system is referenced to the plane at which the two
connectors meet.
During test, the insertable device is placed directly between the two test system connectors. Since the transmission calibration does not require any “thru-line,”
measurement accuracy and convenience are usually very
satisfactory.

Note the factor of two used to account for the round
trip of the reflected signal. Additional delay can be applied to account for the parasitic capacitive connector
termination. The use of port extension delays assumes
equal delay at all frequencies of interest. This means a
constant relative dielectric constant versus frequency, and
negligible parasitic contribution.

In the case of non-insertable devices, since the fixture
(D.U.T.) is not inserted into the exact configuration under which the system was calibrated, measurement uncertainties are introduced, affecting both inagnitude and
phase of the test results.

Tno-Port Culibrution and De-embedding

Accuracy Enhuncement und Ewor Model

Most RF and microwave components and system blocks
are non-inswtuble because their connectors do not mate
directly with the network analyzer (we define a component to be insertable if it can be connected to the test
system without using additional cables, connectors or
adapters.) An insertable test device has two connectors
of the same family (e.g. SMA) one being male the other
female, or two “sexless” precision Connectors (e.g.APC7) which matc interchangeably with each other.

At RF and microwave frequencies, system-dependent
effects such as leakage, test port mismatch, and frequency
response produce uncertainties in the measurement data.
However, in a stable measurement environment these
effects are repeatable and can be taken into account by
means of the calibration process of the network analyzer.
During calibration a series of known devices (standards:
open, short, and load) are connected to the test ports and
then measured. The systematic effects are determined
as the difference between the measured and known (or
modeled) responses of the standards.

Non-insertable devices have either the same connector
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Fixture Purilmeter Measwenzents
Using one-port measurements with known standards
in place of the D.U.T., the [Fl] and [F2] s-parameter
matrices can be determined. This method requires placing the standards into the component connection gap as
shown in Figure 7. Comtnercial products are available
for such measurements, for certain Component types and
sizes. When standards are not available the fixture may
be modeled by the techniques outlined earlier. For cxample, the thru standard of Figure 8 is designcd with a
transmission line length that is shorter than the coinponent fixture by an amount equal to the D.U.T. gap. To be
insertable the fixture and thru standard must have sexless connectors or opposite sex connectors.
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Figure 9. Three-element test jinture with D.l.! 2: connected between
node> 3 i ~ n d0. The itiput port of the fmture 11s between node.\ I
and 0.

Step a. Characterize or modcl all components (transmission lines, inductors, etc.) that exist inside the test
fixture and combinc them into a single two-port, illustrated as “A” in Figure 10.
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Figure 7. Two-port component ttieasurerrzentfi\’tiire.
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Figure 10. A section ‘!A ” which is negated in the calibration to
cornpi~risatefor the test jixture in which the D. c‘. T. ir enzbeddcd.

Step b. Compute thc two-port transmission matrix T,
of the test fixture circuit and create a new two-port that
contains the reciprocal (negated) version of T,.
Figure 8. Two-port thru calibration fkture.

De-embedding with CAE
Most commercially available circuit optimization programs allow using negative component values, a conve- Figure 1 I . The two-port transnriwion tnutrik of T , arid N t i m tMwport containing the reciprocd (negated) T I .
nience for negating unwanted circuit elements. For cxample, if a -5nH inductor is cascaded to a +5nH inducStep c. The measured one-port data that includes the
tor, the result is a perfect “thru.” Using this approach we
effects of the test fixture. is loaded into a one-port box
can eliminate (negate) components of a test fixture to
“R” that is cascaded to the output port of a two-port conobtain de-embedded data of the device under test.
taining the negated two-port form of the fixture (A-!).
An even more convcnient CAE feature allows negating completc sections of passive circuit components instead of individually eliminating the elenicnts one by
one. For example, if a device to be tested is embedded in
a one-port test fixture and data can only be measured at
the input of thc fixture (Figure 91, the true de-embedded
data of the device under test (D.U.T.) inay be obtaincd
by the procedure outlined below.

Figure 12. The measured one-port, including the test fihture parameters, ir louder1 into a onc-port box “ B ” cavcaded with the oiitput port of u two-port coutaining the negated A (A-7.
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Step d. The resultant simulation of b l I of the cascade (at nodes 7 and 0) provides the net de-einbedded data of the D.U.T.

The same procedure can bc uscd for multiport deembedding. For example. if the input and output portions of the two-port test fixture of Figure 7 have bccn
characterized a s F , and F,, then the sctup shown in
Figure 1-3 will provide the net de-embcddcd two-port
paraineters of the D.U.T.

I

I

For convcniciicc the conversions between the transmission ( T ) and the scattering (s) niatriccs are given
in Figure 13.

iL

T12 =

y
21
-

T22 =

2

s21

1 . I.. Pewr, \ctn.ork analyzcr mcasurcmcnts and d~-c~iibeddiiig.
RF
l'xpo L k s t 19Y4 ('onference Proceedings. pp. 137-260.
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